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Business Description:
Monster Beverage develops and sells energy beverages and concentrates in
over 154 countries. Its main business segments include Monster Energy
(93.6%), Strategic Brands (5.8%), and Other (0.6%). The Monster Energy
segment sells ready-to-drink beverages to bottlers and full service beverage
distributors; the Strategic Brands segment generates revenue by selling
“concentrates” and “beverages bases.” In terms of manufacturing, Monster
mainly outsources the manufacturing process to third-party bottlers and
contract packers. This allows Monster to operate as an asset-light business.
For example, Monster entered into agreements with various bottlers and
distributors for 20+ years, with a deal with Coca-Cola from 2015 providing
Monster with full access to Coca Cola’s global network to serve as a
primary domestic and international distributor. Monster had been facing
headwinds from COVID-19 since it has been difficult to release innovative
products, especially given declines in foot traffic in the convenience store
sector where a lot more customers would sample new products. Another
headwind is rising aluminium shortages, resulting in margin contraction.

Q3’21 Earnings (11/4/21): Monster was able to generate $1.41bn in sales,
representing an increase of 13.2%. Monster also experienced strong growth
in sales and market share in international markets, particularly the roll out
of low-cost portfolio Predator and Fury. Gross margins were 55.9%
compared to 59.1%, primarily the result of increased aluminum can costs,
logistics, and geographical sales mix. To combat aluminum headwinds
while maintaining product demand, Monster is reducing promotions and
looking into the possibility of a full price increase later in 2022.

Industry Dynamics

● Co-Existing with Red Bull in Virtually a Duopoly (Figure 1):
Energy drinks are part of the soft drink category, with energy
drinks being the most popular supplements for teens and young
adults in the US along with multivitamins. The industry is highly
fragmented with the Big 2 being Red Bull (~34% market share in
US) and Monster (~23% in US).

● More Bang for the Buck (Figure 2): When Monster first started
rolling out, consumption was more focused on functionality than
refreshment and taste. Then, shifting consumer preferences resulted
in a more balanced mix between the two, allowing Monster to grow
its brand through its value proposition: roughly the same price as
Redbull, but double the quantity (16-24 oz instead of 8-12 oz) and
greater the variety in flavors. As this saturated industry continues
to be transformed by the greater health trend of prioritizing
natural/organic ingredients (e.g. guarna, maca) and larger focus on
more exotic ingredients, Monster is able to move faster on
capitalizing on consumer trends than Red Bull (deemed the
first-mover), which has been slow to responding to innovation
(only launched new product sizes like 12 oz & 16 oz with less
variety on flavors).

● Distribution Channels: The two main distribution channels are
on-premise (e.g. bars, taverns, restaurants) and off-premise (e.g.
grocery stores, liquor stores, convenience). While Red Bull
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Figure 1 – Market Share in US (2021)

Figure 2 – Red Bull vs Monster



dominates the on-premise channel that is more focused on price,
Monster dominates the off-premise channel due to better marketing
and POS. It is worth noting that in the past, Monster tried to
increase its presence in the on-premise channel, but deprioritized
this initiative over time with management believing that the return
isn’t there. Additionally, COVID-19 greatly benefited the
off-premise channel, while the on-premise channel was weakened
by the decline in foot traffic due to state lockdowns and COVID
protocols.

Investment Thesis:
● Monster’s strong fundamentals and consistent growth will allow it to

rebound from short-term downward pressure on market share from
macro headwinds: Currently, Monster is suffering from margin
contraction as a result of the price of aluminum skyrocketing (reaching
decade-high prices), which can be attributed to a military coup in
Guinea (producer of 22% of world’s supplier of bauxite, a raw
ingredient needed for the production of aluminum), China’s limits on
production, and increased overall demand. There are also supply chain
disruptions, with shortages of shipping containers and port entry
congestion delaying the international supply of aluminum cans.
Although Monster entered new supply agreements to source additional
quantities of cans in the second half of 2021, these macro headwinds
could last anywhere from 1-3 years. However, industry dynamics favor
Monster to be able to weather the storm and continue to lead the
industry in growth & margins. Because competitors face challenges
with distribution, obtaining shell space, and product differentiation,
Red Bull and Monster are able to maintain their market leading
positions with their economies of scale and global distribution
channels. Rising input costs affecting the entire industry will likely
destroy the ability for much smaller players (Bang, Celsius, C4) to
directly compete with Red Bull and Monster, who in the long-term
could gain incremental market share. It is also important to note that
Monster could pass the increased costs to the consumer by raising
prices of its products like it did in 2018 when aluminum prices surged.
However, management has stated it prioritizes protecting market share
rather than profit margins, which is why Monster will wait for
competitors to make a price move first (Red Bull unlikely to raise prices
until 2022 due to current supply chain transformations) and will reduce
promotional allowances (price reduction/discount for special
promotions) to slightly offset the margin contraction. Additionally,
Monster continues to achieve record sales in the past quarter and sees
heightened demand across all markets, which is a positive sign for
top-line growth in the near future.

● Increase in top-line growth attributed to international expansion and
product innovation strategy: Monster is able to effectively capitalize on
international markets given their ability to cater to domestic tastes
through product innovation. For example, net sales to customers
outside of the US increased from 21% in 2015 to 33% in 2020. In
Argentina, Monster grew its market share by 40% since Monster first
launched two years ago. Monster has also released Reign and Predator,
affordable energy brands that target international markets in EMEA.
Monster’s international strategy is to price their products closer to Red
Bull and adjust the product mix then manage margins (e.g. by reducing

Figure 3 – Aluminum Prices (5-Yr)
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Figure 6  – Main Distribution Channels



juice mix). Furthermore, Monster’s emphasis on product innovation
allows it to become a complete beverage company, not just an energy
company. Monster released a line of products such as coffee (Java
Monster), diet (Ultra), electrolytes (Ultra), tea (Rehab), juice (Juice
Monster, with Mango Loco being highly popular), plant-based (True
North to be released in 2022). For product innovation, Monster’s main
strategy utilizes a copycat method. For example, if a company releases a
successful flavor or beverage, Monster will try to replicate that and
integrate it into its own portfolio to squeeze out competition, replacing
slower movers. Constant product innovation, consistent with Monster’s
brand, allowing Monster to dominate less competitive/newer markets.

● Partnership with Coca-Cola and potential share buyback program
provides a hedge against downside case: In 2015, Coca-Cola acquired a
17% stake in Monster, with all energy drinks between the two
companies to be launched by Monster under the non-compete terms of
investment. Although Coca Cola pushed the limits of its deal with
Monster by launching Coca Cola Energy in 2020, it has discontinued
the energy drink in North America, highlighting how competitive the
industry is. Having access to Coca Cola’s global distribution network is
a key competitive advantage for Monster to continue scaling in local
markets and establishing key supplier relationships, while the potential
for Coca-Cola to either gradually increase its stake or purchase Monster
outright provides a hedge against bear case. Additionally, Monster
virtually has no debt (Total Debt/EBITDA at .1x), and management
could continue to repurchase shares with its large cash balance as it
decided to do in March 2020 ($500mn buyback program announced).

Figure 7  – U.S. Product Innovation (2021)



Relative Valuation and Historic Multiples

Source: CapIQ

Given Monster’s ability to maintain high growth and industry-leading margins in a tightly competitive space, we believe Monster 
deserves a premium multiple to the industry (21.5x which aligns with historic multiples) 



Geographic Market Share

Source: CapIQ

• Global energy drink 
sales reached $57.4bn 

in 2020 and has a CAGR 
of 7% between 2020 

and 2025 

• Monster maintains a 
~39% market share in 

the US

• With North America
being the largest and 
most mature market, 

international expansion 
is critical to top-line 
growth. Increase in 

demand is attributed to 
rising incomes and 
increase in sports 

activities/urbanization



Valuation - Considerations

Source: CapIQ

Revenue: First Half of 2021 already showing strong international expansion, with less dependence on North American 
market



Valuation - Considerations

Source: CapIQ

Assumptions kept consistent in bear, base, and bull case for valuation: 
• D&A kept at 1.5% of revenue (historical average) 
• Capex increasing slightly YoY as aluminum shortage headwind gradually becomes less significant
• NWC kept at 7% of revenue 



Base Case > 13% Upside

Source: CapIQ

• Strong growth in international markets (consistent with historical rapid market share growth) 
• Corporate expenses increasing YoY (aligned with top-line growth) and advertising & promotional expenses slowly 

becoming a greater % of revenue, as international expansion requires increase in marketing investments 
• Freight-out costs normalizing to 3% of revenue as supply chain disruptions gradually become less significant



Base Case > 13% Upside

Source: CapIQ

• Gross profit margin compression attributed to aluminum price headwind and supply chain disruptions, with EBIT margin 
normalizing to be roughly the same as 5-year historical average of 34.8%



Base Case > 13% Upside

Source: CapIQ



Bear Case > -3% Downside

Source: CapIQ

• Significantly slower growth than historically in international markets
• Corporate and advertising & promotional expenses becoming a greater % of revenue, as international expansion requires 

increase in marketing investments 
• Freight-out costs normalizing to 3% of revenue as supply chain disruptions gradually become less significant



Bear Case > -3% Downside

Source: CapIQ

• Gross profit margin compression more severe than expected, with EBIT margin normalizing to be lower than 5-year 
historical average of 34.8%



Bear Case > -3% Downside

Source: CapIQ



Bull Case > 23% Upside

Source: CapIQ

• Significantly rapid-growth in international markets 
• Corporate and advertising & promotional expenses becoming a greater % of revenue, as international expansion requires 

increase in marketing investments 
• Freight-out costs normalizing to 3% of revenue as supply chain disruptions gradually become less significant



Bull Case > 23% Upside

Source: CapIQ

• Gross profit margin compression less severe than expected, with EBIT margin normalizing to be roughly the same as 5-year 
historical average of 34.8% 



Bull Case > 23% Upside

Source: CapIQ


